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Let S be an orthodox semigroup (that is, a regular semigroup whose idem- 
potents form a subsemigroup) and let g be the finest inverse semigroup con- 
gruence on S. In this paper we consider those orthodox semigroups S for which 
the natural homomorphism b : S - S/C!/ is split in that there is a homomorphism 
rr: S/Y --+ S such that rb = id,,, . Our objective being to obtain a structure 
theorem for such semigroups, we devote section 1 to preparing the way for this 
and indicate some situations where splitting occurs. In section 2 we present the 
main structure theorem for split orthodox semigroups. In order to derive an 
analogous result for ordered orthodox semigroups we consider, in Section 3, 
a particular type of equivalence relation on an ordered set that arises naturally 
in connection with splitting and list some properties of g relative to Green’s 
relations on the band of idempotents. In Section 4 we obtain the ordered analogue 
of the main structure theorem. We then consider, in Section 5, the presence 
of a greatest idempotent and show that in this case splitting occurs under very 
reasonable conditions; in particular, when %’ is a multiplicative closure equiv- 
alence. 
For the reader’s convenience, we recall that on an orthodox semigroup S the 
relation ‘Y is given by a +Y b o V(a) = V(b) where V(a) denotes the set of 
inverses of a [4]. Moreover, g is idempotent-determined in that if B is the band 
of idempotents of S and b E B then a %Y b implies a E B. On B, the ?/-classes are 
the same as the g-classes; and the reader is advised that throughout this paper 
the letter .Q will always denote Green’s relation on B. The &@-classes are 
rectangular bands (so that if X, y, z are g-equivalent idempotents then XJCZ = XZ; 
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and if X, y commute then x = y). We shall also have occasion to use the fact that 
g r\ A? is the identity relation on S. 
1. SPLITTING AND SKELETONS 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let B = (J{B,; 01 E Y} be a band with structure semi- 
lattice Y and %classes the rectangular bands B, . If II: B + B/9 is the natural 
homomorphism then we shall say that B is split if there is a homomorphism 
n: B/C3 + B such that Z+ = id,,9 . Such a homomorphism v will be called a 
splitting homomorphism. 
If a splitting homomorphism rr exists then it is clear that B contains a sub- 
semilattice (= commutative sub-band) that meets every g-class of B exactly 
once. We thus consider also the following notion. 
DEFINITION I .2. Let B = U{B,; 01 E Y} be a band. Then by a skeleton of B 
we shall mean a subset E = {x,; oi E Y} such that X~ E B, for every OL E Y and 
w-Y3 = %a = X,X, for all 01, /3 E Y. 
LEMMA 1.3. A band B is split if and only if it has a skeleton. If zr: B/g - B 
is a splitting homomorphism then Im r is a skeleton of B. 
We can clearly extend the above notion of splitting to a general orthodox 
semigroup. 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let T be an orthodox semigroup and let b: 7’ -+ T/V be 
the natural homomorphism. Then we shall say that T is split if there is a homo- 
morphism rr: T/Y -+ T such that nh = id,/, . 
It is clear that if T splits then so does its band B of idempotents. Moreover, T 
splits if and only if it contains an inverse subsemigroup that meets every g-class 
exactly once. In order to investigate this situation more closely, we consider the 
following notion. 
DEFINITION 1.5. Let T be an orthodox semigroup with band of idem- 
potents B. Suppose that E is a &@-transversal of B in that E meets every B-class 
exactly once. Then we define the span of E by 
Sp(E) = {a E T; (3e, f E E) e92 a L?f}. 
LEMMA 1.6. Sp(E) meets every CV-class of T exactly once: 
Proof. Given a E T, let a’ be an inverse of a; then aa’ W a 9 a’a. Now since 
E is a g-transversal of B there exist unique e, f E E such that e 9 aa’ and 
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f 9 a’a. Writing eaf = ii, we therefore have d ?Y aa’aa’a = a. Now let a0 = fa’e; 
then 
a”a% = eaf * fa’e * eaf 
= ea * a’afa’a * a’ * aa’eaa’ * af 
= ea * a’a * a’ * aa’ * af since f 9 a’a, e 9 aa’ 
= eaf 
=a 
and similarly a0 = aOi?aO. It now follows that 
iiS2lid = eaf -fate 
= ea . a’afa’a * a’e 
= ea . a’a . a’e since f 9 a’a 
= eaa’e 
=e since e 9 aa’ 
and similarly that 5 8 sod = f. Consequently we have I? E Sp(E), so that 
Sp(E) meets every ?V-class at least once. 
Note that this situation may be summarised by the scheme 
To show that the span of E meets every g-class precisely once, suppose that 
a, b E T are such that a 9Y b with 6 E Sp(E). C onsider the following scheme in 
which b’ E V(b) and u, z, F E: 
eJZiiJ?f 
Lags2 
aa’ W a 9 a’a 
*g * 
bb’ 92 b 9 b’b 
Since aa’ 9Y ba’ 3Y bb’ and a’a @Y a’b %Y b’b we can replace ach * in the above by 
9. Consequently we see that e 9 u and f LB ZJ whence e = u and f = v (since 
481/51/z-II 
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e, u, j, v E E and E is a g-transversal of B). It now follows that r? 9 e = u W b 
and d 9 j = v A? b so that (6, b) E +Y n X. We conclude that a” = b so that 
Sp(E) meets every q-class exactly once. 1 
Note from the above that if a E Sp(E) with e 9 a 9j where e, j E E then a0 is 
an inverse of a such thatjW u” 9 e. Thus a0 E Sp(E) and it follows immediately 
from Lemma 1.6 that us is the unique inverse of a in Sp(E); we shall denote it 
henceforth by u-l. Note also that e, j E E are uniquely determined by a; indeed, 
e = au-1 and j = u-la. 
THEOREM 1.7. Let T be an orthodox semigroup with band of idempotents B and 
suppose that B has a skeleton E. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) there is un inverse subsemigroup S of T that meets every g-class of T 
exactly once and has E us semiluttice of idempotents; 
(2) UEU-l C E for every a E Sp(E); 
(3) Sp(E) is a subsemigroup of T. 
Moreover, if (1) holds then necessarily S = Sp(E). 
Proof. (1) 2 (2): Given a E S we have e9 a B j for some idempotents e, j 
in S. Since the semilattice ofidempotents of S is E, it follows that a E Sp(E), 
whence S 2 Sp(E). N ow both S and Sp(E) meet every g-class exactly once and, 
by Lemma 1.6, if a E S then d E Sp(E) with (? Oy a. Hence we see that S = Sp(E). 
Since E is the semilattice ofidempotants of S = Sp(E), (2) now follows. 
(2) a (3): Given a, b E Sp(E) we have u-l, b-l E Sp(E) and a%, bb-l E E. 
Since then ubb-la-1 . ub = au-Q&b-lb = ab and similarly ub * b-lab = 
uu-%bb-lb = ub we see that 
ubb-la-l W ub DEP b-la-lab. 
Since, by (2), ubb-la-l E uEu-1 C E and b-QAzb E b-1Eb _C E it follows that 
Sp(E) is a subsemigroup of T. 
(3) + (1): If Sp(E) is a subsemigroup then, by the remarks following 
Lemma 1.6, Sp(E) is an inverse semigroup which, moreover, meets very ?4’-class 
exactly once and has E as its set of idempotents. 1 
Before considering the structure of split orthodox semigroups we consider 
briefly the case where the band B of idempotents of T is normal in that the 
identity ejgh = egfh holds. 
THEOREM 1.8. Let T be an orthodox semigroup whose band B of idempotents is 
normal. Then T is split if and only if B is split. 
Proof. If T is split hen clearly so is B. Conversely, suppose that B is split, 
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so that B has a skeleton E. We show as follows that Sp(E) is a subsemigroup of T, 
whence the result follows by Theorem 1.7. 
Let a, b E Sp(E) with, say, e 9?? a 9 f and u .% b Y v where e, f, u, v E E. Then 
there exist ear, ,fab E E such that 
cab 9 ~bb-%z-~ 
Now e = uu-l and so we have 
and fab 23 b-la-lab. 
ee,,e 9 eabb-l&e = abb-1u-19 cab 
whence ee,,,e = eabe and e,, belong to the skeleton E. Hence 
e ab . abb-la-l = e * eeabe 1eubb-la-le *e 
= e * eubb-lu-le .ee,,e .e since B is normal 
= abb-la-1 . e,, 
and so cab and abb-la-1 commute. But these elements are g-equivalent in B; 
so cab = Qbb-la-l. Similarly we can show that fab = b-la-lub. Consequently 
we see that ab E Sp(E) and so Sp(E) is a subsemigroup. 1 
COROLLARY 1.9. Let T be an orthodox semigroup whose band B of idempotents 
is normal. Suppose that T/g has an identity. Then T is split. 
Proof. Let .$ E B be such that +Y< is the identity of T/W. Then for every 
a E B we have a 9 [a(. Now let 
E = ([a(; a E B}. 
By the above observation, E meets every g-class of B. Now 5 E B so for all 
a, b 6 B we have 
whence E is a subsemilattice ofB. Finally, if tat 2’ lb5 then, since E is com- 
mutative and every a-class of B is a rectangular band, we have [at = fb,$. 
Thus E meets every &class of B exactly once. B is therefore split whence, by 
Theorem 1.8, so is T. 1 
Another situation where splitting occurs is the following. 
THEOREM 1.10. If T is an orthodox semigroup such that T/g is bicyclic then 
T is split. 
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Proof. Let T/g = B( p, 4) with pq = 1, qp # 1. Choose e, c E T such that 
e2 = e and eh = 1 and CQ = p. Consider the elements a = ece and b = ea’e 
where a’ E V(a). Clearly, we have uh = p and bQ = a’h = q. Moreover, 
(uu’)h = at#h = pq = 1 so that au’ 5B e. It follows that 
(&= uede = uu’e = euu’e = e. 
Also, since (bu)h = b@z~ = qp # 1 we have bu # e. Consequently, (a, b) is 
bicyclic and so there is an isomorphism r+: B(p, q) -+ (a, b), namely that 
given bypn+ = a, qr+ = 6. Clearly, V+ induces a homomorphism rr: B( p, q) ---f T, 
namely that given by XT = xx+. Since nh = idR(D,o) it follows that r is a splitting 
homomorphism. 1 
T. E. Hall [5] defines a band B to be almost commutative if, given e,fE B, 
either ef = fe or e 9j. It is readily seen that any almost commutative band has a 
skeleton; namely, any g-transversal. 
2. STRUCTURE THEOREMS 
Suppose now that B is a band and that E is a skeleton of B. We shall denote by 
TB the set of band isomorphisms 0 between subbands of B of the form eBe, where 
e E E, such that 0 is skeleton-preserving in that 
(VfgDomB) f6~Eof~E. 
It is clear that TB is a generalisation of the corresponding notion TE introduced 
by Munn [6]. We define composition of elements of TB in the following way: 
given 8,$ E Ts with, say, 0: e,Be, + fsBfe and 4: e,Be, ---f f*Bf* we define 04 to 
have domain uBu where u = (fee&P1 E E and codomain vBv where v = 
(fee&j E E; and x(0+) = (x0)+ for all x E Dom 04. 
Now the natural order on B is given by 
f $ cafe = ef =fef = efeofeeBe. 
Relative to this, the above definition of 04 has the following pictorial representa- 
tion: 
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With the above notation, we thus see that 
e,, = u = (fee,)8-l 
LEMMA 2.1. TB is an inverse semigroup. 
Proof, If 0, 4 E TB and f E Dom ($5 then 
so 04 E TB , whence TB is a semigroup. Being clearly closed under inverses, TB 
is then an inverse semigroup. 1 
We can extend each 9 E TB to a mapping 8: B -+ B by defining 
(Vb E B) be = (e,be,)8. 
We then have the following property. 
LEMMA 2.2. (WI, q5 E TB) @ = @. 
Proof. For every b E B we have 
b@ = k&d 4 
= (e8d$w9c9~> 04 
= (68 - (e&d~ - e06W 
Given 6’ E TB , say 0: e,Be, -+ fsBfe , it is clear that E n Dom 0 = e,E and 
E n Cod 6’ = fsE and that 6 induces an isomorphism 8: e,E -+ feE; for every 
x E e,E we have xd = x0. The assignment “: 0 t-+ d is then a homomorphism 
from TB to TE , the semigroup of isomorphisms between principal ideals of E. 
Suppose now that S is an inverse semigroup with semilattice ofidempotents E
and consider the diagram 
S TB 
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in which p: S + Ts , described by p: a F+ p. , is the Munn homomorphism, so 
that epa = a-lea for every e E Dom pa = au-lE. 
A homomorphism 0: S ---f TB making this diagram commutative will be called 
a triangulation of the Munn homomorphism CL. Such a triangulation is necessarily 
idempotent-separating. 
Concerning this situation, we have the following technical result that is 
fundamental to the discussion that follows. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let S be an inverse semigroup with semiluttice of idempotents E 
and let B be a band with skeleton E. For every a E S let the domain and codomuin of 
pa be e,E (so that e, = ua-I) and faE (so that fa = u-la). Let 6 be a triangulation 
of p. Then given a, b E S and e, f, u, v E B such that e 9’ e, , f W fa , u dip eh , 
vWfb we have 
e * (fu) 8,-l 9 cab and (fu) e, . v 9flzb . 
Proof. On the one hand we have 
e(fu) 8,-l . e,, = e(fu) &4faeb) k-1 
= e(fu) odfaeb) 08 
= e(fu) 8,-l(fae,) 0,--l since faea E E 
= 4fa-lfUfa) ~,-l(faeb> b-1 
= 4fafwfa> b-1 since faeb = eafa 
= 4fafufaa) b-1 since ueb = u 
= e(fu) 8,-I ; 
and on the other hand 
e,, * e(fu) 0,-l = e,,e,e(fu) 8,-l 
= e,,(fu) 8,-l 
= (faeb) 4dfafufa) G-1 
= (faebfafufaa) h-1 
= (ebfa .e6f * ufa> b-1 
= (ebfa * ufa> b-1 since e,fo 9 e,f 59 llfa 
= (faebufa) b-1 
= (faeb) KC-~ since ebu = eb 
cab . 
Thus we see that e(fu)8+ 5? e,, . Similarly, (fu)&,~ 3 fnb . B 
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COROLLARY 2.4. If 
W = W(B, S, 0) = {(e, a, f) E B x S x B; e 27 e, , f W fJ 
then the prescription 
(e, a,f )(u, b, v) = (e(f4 0,-l , 4 (f4 kv) 
defines a binary operation on W. m 
We can in fact say a lot more: 
THEOREM 2.5. W(B, S, 0) is an orthodox semigroup whose band of idempotents 
is isomorphic to B. 
Proof. Given (e, a, f), (u, b, v), ( x, c, y) E W the first coordinate of the 
product [(e, a, f )(u, 4 v)l(x, c, Y) is 
e(f4 ~a-4f4 4~4 4~ 
k e(fu) O,-l([(fu) &-I) B,-I 
= e(fafufa) edfdf4 &wl h-lfJ ea-l 
= 4fafUfa[(f4 63 &-Ifa> em-1 
= e(fafufa[fb(ebfueb) vxfd bfa) 4-l 
= e(fafufa[fb(ebfuea) bfbxvxfOi b-Ifa) h-1 
= e(fafUfaeOebfUebeb(fbvxfb) b-Ifa) k-1 
= e(fafifaebf4vx) &-If,) h-1 
= e(f&(vx) &fJ ea+ 
= e(fu(vx) &-I) 0,-l 
by Lemma 2.2 
since fbv = v 
since faeb+ = eb 
and e&l = 8,&r 
is the identity on its domain 
since ueb = u 
since fu .9 faeb 
which is the first coordinate of (e, a, f )[(u, b, v)(x, c, y)]. Similarly, these products 
have the same third coordinates. Since their second coordinates are clearly equal, 
associativity follows. 
Now it is clear that (e, a, f )s = (e, a, f) implies that a2 = a. Conversely, if 
ua = a then e, = aa-l = a = a-% = fa and so 
(e, a, f )(e, a, f) = (e(fe)& , a’, (fe)kf) 
= (e(fafefa)b ,a, (e,feeJkf) 
= (efe, a, fef) since e,f = faf = f, efa = ee, = e and 
8. is the identity on its domain 
= (e, 6f) sinceepe, =fa9?fsoeBf. 
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Thus we see that the idempotents of W are precisely those triples of the form 
(e, a,f) in which a is an idempotent of S. Since the idempotents of S form a 
subsemigroup, it follows that so also do the idempotents of W. 
Given (e, a,f) E W consider now the triple (fa , a-l, e,). Since e, = uu-l = 
(u-~)-~u-~ = fael and fa = ~-l(u-~(u-r)-~ = e,+ we see that (fa , u-l, e,) E W. 
Now 
and so 
(e, a,f )(fa , u-l, e,) = (e(ffJ k-1 , au-l, (ffJ Q,-lea) 
= (e(faffa) b-1 , au-l, (faffa) b-lea) 
= (4fa> b-1 , au-l, (fJ &-lea) 
= (ee, , au-l, e,e,) 
= (e, au-l, e,) 
(e, a, f )(fa , u-l, e,)(e, u,f) = (e, ua-‘, e&5 u,f) 
= (e(e,e) Oaa-l , as-1a, (6-g) B,f) 
= (e(e,) Baa-1 , a, (e,ee,) kf) 
= ee,,u,f) ( since Baa1 is the identity on its 
domain 
= (e, a,f ). 
Thus we see that W is also regular with (fa , u-l, e,) an inverse of (e, a, f). 
Let C = {(e, a, f) E W, u2 = a> be the set of idempotents of W and define 
+: C -+ B by (e, a, f H = e$ Then 4 is a homomorphism; for 
k, u, f )(w 4 414 = (e(f4 k-1 , uh (f4 ‘%A+ 
= e(fz4) Oa-l(fu) &v 
= ef,fuf,ebfuebv since a, b E E 
= efufae,fuv since f,f = f, fb = e, , ueb = u 
zzz efuv since fu 9 faeb 
= (e, a, f) C(u, b, v)d. 
Now 4 is injective. For, suppose that (e, a, f)d = (u, b, v)#J. Then ef = UV. But 
e 9 e, = fa 98 f implies that ef $3 e, = a; and similarly we have uv 9 eb = b. 
Since e, , et, belong to the skeleton E of B and are thus @equivalent, it follows 
that e, = e,, whence a = b. Now every element of the g-class of e, can be 
written uniquely as xy where x 5? e, 9 y. It follows then that e = u and f = v, 
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whence se see that (b is injective. Finally, $J is surjective. For, given b E B there 
exists eE E such that e 9 b, whence 
b = beb = (be, e, eb)+. 
Thus 9: C + B is an isomorphism. [ 
Remark 2.6. Note that in the case where B is normal the above multiplication 
simplifies normously. Indeed, in this case we have 
(e, e,f)(u, 4 4 = (eeab ,hf,bv). 
To see this, observe that 
since u = ueb 
by normality 
since eb = ebu 
by normality 
since fa = ffa 
= cab 
and similarly that (@)ob = fab . 
This is precisely the multiplication used by Yamada [6], given that we are 
making a choice of LB-transversal. 
THEOREM 2.7. The orthodox semigroup W = W(B, S, 0) is split and 
w/f% N s. 
ProoJ Two elements of W are in the same g-class if and only if they have 
the same set of inverses. Now it is clear that if (u, b, V) is an inverse of (e, a, f) 
then b = a-l. On the other hand, consider a product of the form 
(e, a, f)(u, b, v)(e, 4 f). 
We have seen in the proof of Theorem 2.5 that the first component of this 
product is 
e(fu(ve) 0,) 0,-1 
= e(faf&ve4 oafa) b1 
= e(fafufakwk) oaf,) 4- since u = ufa = ue, 
= e - (f&fJ e,+ . eavee, .faea-' since e,ea-1 = eaa-l 
= e .f,e,-+. epee, + e, since fu z2faea-1 = fafa = fa 
= eve since ee, = e 
=e since v 93 fa-l = e, 9 e. 
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Likewise, the third component of the product isf, whilst the second component 
is obviously a. We thus see that the set of inverses of (e, a,f) is 
V(e, a, ,f) = ((24, a-‘, v); 24 9 e,-1 = fa , v L?Z fa-l = e,}. 
Consequently we see that 
Consider now the mapping n: W/g --j W given by gte,a,,)r = (e, , a, fa). 
That 7~ is a homomorphism follows from the observation that 
gte.O)r * ~h.b,dn. = ( e, , a9 fa)(eb , k fb) 
= (ea(faeb) Q,-l , 4 (faeb) &fJ 
= (ea(faebfa) h-1 y ah (faebfa) %h) 
= ( eaeab I a& fabfb> 
= ceab , a& fab) 
= gk?,a.f)h.b,u)T~ 
That ~4 = idDig now follows from the fact that 
(e, a,f) g (e,, %fn) = ghI.lF 
Thus we see that W is split. Finally, it is clear that 
W/gYImrr!zS, 
the second isomorphism being that given by (e, , a, fJ c--) a. 1 
Our objective now is to show that every split orthodox semigroup is of the 
form W(B, S, ~9). More precisely: 
THEOREM 2.8. Let T be a split orthodox semigroup with band B of idempotents. 
If n: T/g + T is a splitting homomorphism then the set E = B n Im r of idem- 
potents of Im 7r is a skeleton of B and Sp(E) = Im V. Moreover, if 8: Im n + Tp 
is given by a8 = Oa , where the domain of Oa is u~-~Baa-l, the codomuin of 8, is 
u-~uBu-~u and be, = a-lbu, then 0 is a triangulation of p: Im z -+ T, and 
T N W(B, Im Z-, 0). 
Proof. Im r is an inverse subsemigroup of T that meets every g-class 
exactly once. Consequently, the set E = B IT Im rr of idempotents of Im rr meets 
every $class of B exactly once and so is a skeleton of B. By Theorem 1.7 it 
follows that Im v = Sp(E). 
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For every a E Im r let e, = au-l, fa = a-la and define 8,: eaBea + faBfa by 
the prescription be, = a-%a. Then 0, is a homomorphism; for if b = e,be, and 
v = e,ce, then 
(bc)fl, = a-%a = a-le,be,e,ce,a = a-lbaa-lca = mace, . 
In fact Oa is an isomorphism; for, on the one hand, 
be, = ce, + a-%a = a-‘ca 
j b = e,be, = au-%a& = aa-Qua-l = e,ce, = c 
and, on the other hand, if x E faBfa then x = a-laxa-la = (axa-l)8, where 
~~a-1 E e,Be, since e,axa-le, = axa-l. Moreover, each 8, preserves the skeleton 
E; for if b E Dom Ba is such that be, E E then 
6 = e,be, = aa-lbartl = a(b0,) u-l = (60,) pa-l E E 
and if b E E then be, = a-%a = bp, E E. Thus we see that t9(I E TB for every 
aEIm77. 
We note from the semigroup structure that is defined on Ts that if a, b E Im m 
then the domain of 8,8, is uBu where 
U = (faeb) e-1 = (a-labb-l) ea-+ = aa-la&la-l = ab(ab)-1 = cab 
and the codomain of eat& is vBv where 
v = (f,e,)O, = (eafa)Ob = l~-%b-~a-~ab = (a&)-lab = fab . 
Since also, for all x in the domain of Oaf&, , we have 
xeaeb = (a-lxa)& = b-la-lx& = xeab 
we deduce that the mapping 8: Im rr -+ TB described by a0 = ea is a homomor- 
phism. From the definition of 8, it is clear that 8, = pa. Consequently, 0 is a 
triangulation fp: Im 7 -+ EE . We can therefore construct he split orthodox 
semigroup W = W(B, Im, 77, e). 
Consider now the mapping (t: W + T given by 
(5 a, f)# = eaf. 
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Given (e, a,f), (u, b, U) E W we have 
[(e, a,f)(u, b! q1+ = (eo4 oa-1 ,4 (fu) e,q+ 
= e(fu) 8,-l * ab * (fu) B,v 
= 4fafufa) 8a-lab(ebfu4 67~ 
= eaf,fuf,a-labb-le,fue,bv 
= eafua-labb-lfubv 
= eafubb-la-lafubv 
= eafufubv since u 9 eb = bb-l, f W fn = a-la 
= eafubv since fufu = fu 
= (e, a, f 1 #(u, b, v)#. 
Thus 4 is a homomorphism. 
To show that # is injective, we note first hat 
eaf * a-l . eaf = eafa-Ia . a-l . aa-leaf 
= eaa-la . a-l . aa-laf since f W fa = a-la, e 2 e, = aa-’ 
= eaf 
and similarly that 
.-I . eaf . a-l = a-1 - aa-leafa-la . a-1 = a-lm-l = a-l. 
Consequently we have 9Yeafrr = a. Suppose then that (e, a, f)z,b = (u, b, v)#. 
Then eaf = ubv and so a = %fYeap = 9Ynbyrr = b whence 
f = faf = a-laf = a-laa-leaf = b-lbb-lubv = b-lbv = v 
and similarly e = u. Thus we see that I/J is injective. 
Finally, given x E T let 2 = 3Yy,7r. Since 9%~ E Yz it is clear that 5-l is an 
inverse of x in T. Consequently 
a&--lfZ-1 = x2-1 and S&lxf-l = .$g-1 
whence x2-l LP e, = %P1. Similarly, we have Wx W fg = ff-lf. Since now 
it follows that (x+-l, 2, 3%) E W with (x3, P, @x)1+5 = x. Thus Z/J is surjective 
and so is an isomorphism. 1 
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3. INTERPOLATION AND LINK PROPERTIES 
Our objective now is to determine analogues of the previous results for the 
case of ordered orthodox semigroups. In order to define the notion of splitting 
in this case, we require the homomorphisms in question to be isotone; and for 
this it is essential to be able to define an ordering on T/oY that will make T/g into 
an ordered semigroup. In this section we prepare the way for this by considering 
certain orderings on quotient sets. 
We recall some terminology and results from [l]. An equivalence relation p 
on an ordered set E is said to be regular if there is an ordered set F and an isotone 
mappingf : E - F such that p is the equivalence relation associated withf in that 
spy C-~(X) = .f(y). Equivalently, p is regular on E if E/p can be ordered in 
such a way that the natural map Q : E + E/p is isotone. A closed bracelet modulo p 
is a diagram of the form 
in which three vertical ines denote equivalence modulo p and the single lines are 
as in a Hasse diagram. An open bracelet modulo p is a diagram of the form 
. 
,i,&f ,....“” ,i,: 
. . 
x 4 bz b3 b’ 
In this, x is called the initial clasp and y the terminal clasp. By Theorem 6.1 of 
[l], p is regular on E if and only if, in every closed bracelet modulo p, all the 
elements of the bracelet belong to the same class modulo p. In this case E/p can be 
ordered in a natural way by 
Px --. P?I 0 < I there is an open bracelet modulo p with initial clasp x and terminal clasp y. 
By Theorem 6.2 of [l] re u ar g 1 equivalences have convex classes. A regular 
equivalence p on an ordered set E is strongly upper regular if it satisfies the link 
property; this property is pictorially illustrated by 
b 
implies 
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By Theorem 6.6 of [l], p is strongly upper regular if and only if it has convex 
classes and satisfies the link property. In this case, by applying the link property 
repeatedly to any open bracelet we see that the above ordering on E/p reduces to 
pr < Py - (vx* E PA@Y* E Par) x* < y*. 
In relation to the above, we now introduce the following more general concept. 
DEFINITION 3.1. We shall say that an equivalence relation p on an ordered 
set E has the interpoZation property if 
It is clear from the above definitions that if p satisfies ither the link property 
or its dual then p satisfies the interpolation property (in the link property take 
x = a, y = b and in its dual take y = c, z = d). 
DEFINITION 3.2. By an inter-regular equivalence on E we mean a regular 
equivalence p on E that satisfies the interpolation property. 
THEOREM 3.3. An equivalence relation p on an ordered set E is inter-regular 
if and only if p has convex classes and satisjes the interpolation property. 
Proof. The necessity is clear. As for sufficiency, we apply the interpolation 
property repeatedly to a closed bracelet module p, thereby obtaining a diagram 
of the form 
More precisely, begin with 6, < a2 = b, < a3 and apply the interpolation pro- 
perty to obtain ci , d3; now consider c, < $ G b3 < a4 to obtain c2 , d4; etc. 
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This process is carried out n - 2 times to obtain the above diagram. Now from 
this diagram we extract he diagram 
l \ l Ill/ Ill 
. ‘. 
bn cn 
Applying the interpolation property yet again (since b, < a, E c, < d,) we 
obtain a diagram 
. 
x 
The convexity of the p-classes now shows that the above two classes coalesce, so 
that b, 3 a, . Applying this argument repeatedly to the original closed bracelet, 
we see that all the elements of the bracelet are p-equivalent, whence the result 
follows. g 
In the case where p is inter-regular we can apply the interpolation property to 
any open bracelet and thereby see that the natural ordering on E/p reduces to 
Pz G PY - (3x* E PZPY” E PY) x* < y*. 
DEFINITION 3.4. If X, Y are ordered sets then an isotone map 6: X+ Y is 
said to split if there is an isotone map V: Y + X such that n6’ = id, . 
Our interest in inter-regular equivalences is now justified by the following 
result. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let X and Y be ordered sets and let 8: X+ Y be an isotone 
map that splits. Then the equivalence relation p associated with 0 is inter-regular 
and Im 0 is order-isomorphic to X/p. 
Proof. Since 0 is isotone it is immediate that the p-classes are convex. If 
n: Y -+ X is an isotone map such that & = idy then tk0 = 0 then tM3 = 0 
shows that, for every x E X, x&r and x are in the same p-class. Writing x6% as 2, 
it is clear that, modulo p, 
and consequently p is inter-regular. 
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Now let 4: X -+ X/p be the canonical map and let 8+: X + Im 0 be the map 
induced by 8, in that (Vx E X)x0+ = x0. If r+: Im e + X is the restriction frr 
to Im 0 then clearly r+t9+ = idrrn B. Now there is a unique bijection b: X/p + 
Im 0 such that bb = 0+ ( namely, that given by ,o~ H B(x)) so V+ b b = n+0+ = 
4, o shows that rr+h = b-l is a bijection from Im 0 onto X/p. Since & and h 
are isotone, this bijection is isotone. It suffices, therefore, toshow that b is also 
isotone. Suppose then that pz < pl/. Then there exist x* E pz and y* E py such 
that x* < y*. Since 8+ is isotone we then have 
pZb = x 4 b = x* b b = x*0+ < y*0+ = y* b b = y tq b = p,b 
and so b is indeed isotone. 1 
It follows from the above result hat, when we come to consider the notion of 
split ordered orthodox semigroup in the next section, the congruence ?V will 
necessarily be inter-regular. But before proceeding to this case, we pause to 
consider situations concerning ordered orthodox semigroups T in which 
properties of CY are determined by properties of Green’s relations on the band B 
of idempotents of T. We first consider the following notion which will play a 
prominent role in the next section. 
DEFINITION 3.6. Let D be an ordered regular semigroup. Then we shall say 
that the ordering of D is amenable if 
x < y * (lx’, xn E lqx))@y’, y” E V(y)) xx’ < yy’, xnx < y”y. 
Note that if S is an ordered inverse semigroup then, since inverses are unique, 
the ordering of S is amenable if and only if 
x < y 2 xx-l < yy-1, x-lx < y-l?’ 
which is equivalent to saying that Green’s relations W, 2 are regular. In 
particular, the natural order on an inverse semigroup is clearly amenable. Note 
also that every ordered band is amenably ordered (take X” : x’ = x and 
y” = y’ = y). 
THEOREM 3.7. Let T be an amenably ordered orthodox semigroup. Then CY 
satisfies the interpolation property on T if and only if 9 satis$es the interpolation 
property on the band B of idempotents of T. 
Proof. Suppose first hat 33 has the interpolation property on B and let 
a < b g c < d in T. Since T is amenably ordered there exists a’ E V(a), 
b’ E V(b), c’ E V(c), d’ E V(d) such that aa’ < bb’ and cc’ ,( dd’. Since 
bb’ %Y cb’ CV cc’ we have, in B, bb’ 9 cc’. By the interpolation property on B there 
exist e, ,( e2 ,( e3 in B such that 
e, G au’, e2 9 bb’, e3 9 dd’. 
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Similarly, there existfi < fs < fs in B such that 
fi 9 a”a, fi 9 b”b, f3 9 d”d. 
Then we have 
elafi CV aa’aa”a = a; 
ezbfi CV b CV c GY e,cf,; 
e,df, g d; 
e,afi < e&f,; 
eBcfi d e3df3 - 
To show that Y has the interpolation property on T, it therefore suffices toshow 
that ezbfi = ezcfi . Now 
e,bf, * fib’e, = e,b * b’bf,b’b *b’eg 
= e,b * b’b . b’ez since fi 9 b’b 
= e,bb’e, 
= e, since ea 9 bb’. 
Thus we have e,bf,S e2 abd similarly ezcfi 8 es . Likewise we can show that 
ezbfi 9 fi 9 ezcfi . Thus (e,bfi ,e,cfi) E %Y n P and so ezbfi = ezcfi as required. 
Conversely, suppose that 3’ has the interpolation property on T and let 
a~bbccdwitha,b,c,dEB.Thenthereexistx~y~zinTsuchthat 
a (3 x, b ?V y, d g z. Since ?V is idempotent-determined, itfollows that x, y, x E B. 
Hence 23 has the interpolation property on B. 1 
THEOREM 3.8. Let T be an amenably ordered orthodox semigroup. Then Oy 
satisjies the (dual) link property on T if and only if 9 and W satisfy the (dual) 
link property on the band B of idempotents of T. 
Proof. We establish the result for the link property; that for the dual link 
property follows by replacing < at every stage by 3. 
Suppose first hat 2’ and W satisfy the link property on B and let x < y in T. 
Then there exist x’, x” E V(x) and y’, y” E V(y) such that xx’ < yy’, x”x < y”y. 
We deduce from xx” 9 xx’ < yy’ and the link property on B that there exists 
y”’ E V(y) such that xx” < yy”‘. Now yy”‘92 y 9 y”y implies that there exists 
z E V(y) such that yz = yy”’ and zy = y”y. Thus we see that the link property 
on B yields 
x < y * (3x" E V(x))(zz E V(y))xx” < yz, xwx < zy. 
481/51/z-12 
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[Put another way, in the definition of amenable order we can take x” = x’ and 
y” = y’.] To show now that Y satisfies the link property on T, suppose that 
c Y 6 < a. Then, by the above observation, there exist a’ E V(a), b’ E V(b) = 
V(c) such that bb’ < au’ and b’b < u’u. Thus, noting that c Y b implies 
cb’, b’c E B, we deduce on the one hand from cb’ 2’ bb’ < au’ that there exists 
v E B such that cb’ < v with v Z’aa’ 9 a’; and on the other hand from 
b’cS b’b < u’u that there exists w E B such that b’c < w with w .%? u’u2Z a’. 
Now since v 2’ a’ W w there is an inverse x of a’ with u’x = w and xu’ = v. 
Consequently 
c = cb’bb’c < vbw < vuw = xu’uu’x = xu’x = x 
and, since a’ E V(x) n V(a), a Y x. Thus we see that Y satisfies the link property 
on T. 
Conversely, suppose that Y satisfies the link property on T and let c 9 b < a 
in B. Then for some x E T we have c < x Y a. Since Y is idempotent-deter- 
mined, we have x E B. Furthermore, c 9 b implies cb = c. Now let d = xu; 
thend=xa~cu~cb=cwhiledu=uandud=uxu=u,sothatd~u.In 
summary, therefore, we have 
cS?b < a => (3dsB) c < dZu. 
Thus 2 satisfies the link property on B; and similarly so does 92. m 
COROLLARY 3.9. Let B be an ordered band. Then 9 satisfies the (dual) link 
property if and only if 2’ and S2 sutisfr the (dual) link property. 1 
THEOREM 3.10. Let T be an ordered orthodox semigroup. Then Y has convex 
classes on T if and only if ~2 has convex classes on the band B of idempotents of T. 
Proof. Necessity is obvious. As for sufficiency, suppose that 9 has convex 
classes on B and that a < b < c in T with a Y c. Given a’ E V(u) = V(c) we 
have a’ = u’uu’ < u’bu’ < u’cu’ = a’ and so a’ = u’ba’. Consequently u’b and bu’ 
are idempotents. Now, on passing to quotients module Y from a’ = u’bu’, and 
taking inverses in T/Y, we see that there exists 6’ E V(b) such that a Y ab’u 
from which we obtain 
au’ Y ub’uu’ Y ua’ub’ = ub’. 
But ab’ < bb’ < cb’ with ab’, cb’ idempotents that are B-equivalent (since Y is 
idempotent-determined and a Y c). Thus, by the convexity of the g-classes on 
B, we have bb’ 9 ab’ and similarly b’b 59 b’u. Consequently 
a = uu’u Y ab’u Y bb’a Y bb’b = b 
and so the Y-classes are convex on T. 1 
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COROLLARY 3.11. Let T be an amenably ordered orthodox semigroup. Then g 
is inter-regular on T if and only if 9 is inter-regular on B. 
Proof. Immediate from Theorems 3.3 and 3.7. m 
COROLLARY 3.12. Let T be an amenably ordered orthodax semigroup. Then ?V 
is strongly upper (lower) regular on T if and only if 9 and 9 are strongly upper 
(lower) regular on B. 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 3.8. 1 
COROLLARY 3.13. Let B be an ordered band. Then D is strongly upper (lower) 
regular if and only if 2 and&? are strongly upper (lower) regular. 
Proof. Immediate from Corollary 3.9. 1 
In the particular case where the idempotents satisfy the condition e < f => 
e = efe, a situation that we shall encounter later, we have the following result. 
THEOREM 3.14. Let T be an amenably ordered orthodox semigroup. Suppose 
that e2 = e < f = f 2 * e = efe. Then +? is strongly lower regular. Moreover, 
T/V is amenably ordered. 
Proof. On passing to quotients modulo GY we see that, relative to the natural 
order < on T/Y, 
It follows immediately that the B-classes are convex on the band B of idem- 
potents of T. Now 9 is also strongly lower regular on B. For, suppose that 
e<f9a with e,f,aEB; then aea < afa = a and since e<f we have 
e = efe LZB fef 9 aea < a. It now follows by Corollaries 3.12 and 3.13 that +Y is 
strongly lower regular. 
To show that T/9 is amenably ordered (relative tothe ordering immediately 
preceding Definition 3.1) it suffices to show that 
Now if ?Yya < ?Yb then for all a’ E V(a) there exists b* E V(b) such that a’ < b*. 
Since T is amenably ordered there then exist a”, a”’ E V(a’) and b”, b”’ E V(b*) 
such that a’a” < b*b” and a”‘a’ < b”‘b*. In fact, from the proof of Theorem 3.8, 
we can take a”’ = a” and b” = b”. Since Q: T -+ T/9 is isotone and a” GY a, 
b” LY b we deduce that ?Vapa < %b*b and ?Yaa, < ?Ybb, .The result now follows 
from the fact that %‘,, = GY/,, for all b’ E V(b). m 
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4. SPLIT ORDERED ORTHODOX SEMIGROUPS 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let B = U{B4; a E Y} be an ordered band. Then we say 
that B is split if 
(1) B/9 can be ordered in such a way that h : B - B/9 is isotone; 
(2) there is an isotone homomorphism rr: B/.9 --f B such that ~4 = idal . 
Note that if B is split then, by Theorem 3.5, 9 is inter-regular. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let B = U{B,; OL E Y} be an ordered band. Then by a 
skeleton of B we mean a subset E = {x~; 01 E Y> of B such that 
(1) xa E B, for every LY E Y, 
(2) x,x” = xaB = xfl, for all 01, b E Y; 
(3) if x E B, , y E B, are such that x < y then X, < x0 . 
Note that in an ordemd almost commutative band any a-transversal satisfies 
(l), (2) of Definition 4.2; but there may be no B-transversal satisfying (3), for 
the Bclasses need not be convex. 
LEMMA 4.3. An ordered band B is split if and only if it has a skeleton. If 
n: B/9 + B is an isotone splitting homomorphism then. Im rr is a skeleton of B. 
Proof. Recall the proof of Lemma 1.3. If B is split then t/, n are isotone, 
whence x < y with x E B, , y E B4 implies x, = B,ir < BBrr = x, . 
Conversely, if E = {x,; OL E Y} is a skeleton of B define < on B/9 by 
B, < B, o x, < x, . This is clearly an ordering on B/S9 and (3) of the above 
definition shows that b: B + B/9 is isotone. Defining rr: B/9 + B as in 
Lemma 1.3, namely by B,rr = x, , we see that r is an isotone splitting homo- 
morphism. 1 
If now B is an ordered band with skeleton E we shall extend our notation to 
denote by T, the set of all skeleton-preserving ordered band isomorphisms 
between ordered sub-bands of the form eBe where e E E. 
LEMMA 4.4. Give-n 0, 4 E Ts define 
Then ( TB , <) is an ordered inverse semigroup. 
Proof. It is clear that < is both reflexive and transitive on Ts . Suppose now 
that 0 < + and 4 < 19. Then clearly 0 = $ and so 
fe = e,B = e,o = e,$ = (eme,e,& Ef*Bf+, 
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whence fe = fdfefm = fbfe . Similarly fd = fef4 and so fe = fm . Since then 
em+ = fd = fs = e,t9 = (eme,e,)$ we deduce that e, = e,e,e* = e,e,; and similarly 
e, = e,e, so that e, = e, . Consequently Dom 0 = Dom 4 and Cod 0 = Cod 4. 
That 8 = $, now follows from the fact that 0 is induced by 8. Thus < is an 
ordering on TB . That the inverse semigroup Ts is an ordered semigroup now 
follows from the fact that if 6, , O2 , +i , &, E TB are such that O1 < O2 and 
+i < & then, by Lemma 2.2, 
and so Wl < 46 . I 
Suppose now that S is an amenably ordered inverse semigroup. If E is the 
semilattice of idempotents of S and CL: S -+ Te is the Munn homomorphism 
then for all a, b E S we have 
In fact, if a < b and x E E then xa < xb and so 
xp, = a -lxa = (~a)-lxa < (xb)-lxb = b-lxb = xPb; 
and ax < bx so that 
xpa-’ = axa-l = ~x(ux)-~ < bx(bx)-1 = bxb-1 = xFLh+ . 
This leads to the following notion. 
DEFINITION 4.5. Let B be an ordered band with skeleton E and let 
L(E) ={xeB;(!!eEE)xZe}; 
R(E) = {x E B; (3e E E) CC.%’ e}. 
If S is an ordered inverse semigroup with semilattice ofidempotents E and if 
8: S + Te is a triangulation fCL: S ---f TE then we shall say that 0 is balanced if 
a<b=- 
I 
(Vx c L(E)) x0,-I < x0,-1 ; 
(bh E R(E)) ye, < ye, . 
THEOREM 4.6. Let B be an ordered band and let S be an inverse semigroup. 
Suppose that the semilattice E of idempotents of S is a skeleton of B and let 8: S -+ TB 
be a triangulation of p: S + Te . Suppose further that S is amenably ordered. Then 
the followilzg statements are equivalent: 
(1) W = W(B, S, 0) is an ordered semigroup under the Cartesian ordering; 
(2) 0 is balanced. 
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Proof. (1) * (2). Suppose that (1) holds. Given CI, b E S with a < b and 
given x EL(E) with, say, x 9’ e, then, since S is amenably ordered, we have 
e, = ua-’ < bb-r = eb and fa = a-% < b-lb = fb so that (e, , a, fa) < (eb , b, fb) 
and consequently 
(e, a,fJ(x, c,fJ < (eb , k j&x, c,fc) 
whence we deduce that e,(f,x)8,+ < eb(fbx)t’&l .But 
e,(f,x) 0,-t = fJ,-l(faxfa) 8,-l = ( jaxfa) 8,-1 = x0,-l . 
Thus we see that ~8~~1 < XI$+ . Similarly we can show that if y E R(E) then 
~8~ < y&, . Thus 0 is balanced. 
(2) 5 (1): Suppose now that 0 is balanced and let (e, a, j), (u, b, o), (x, c, y) 
be elements of W with (e, a, j) < (u, b, v). Then 
(e, a,f )(x, c, Y) = (e(fx) k-1 , UC, (fx) 0,~); 
(u, b, 4(x, c, Y) = (U(VX) &-1 , k (4 ky). 
Now since f < v we have fx < vx; and S is amenably ordered, so that from 
u ,< b we obtain e, < e,, and ja ,< jb . Thus 
fufxfa < fbvxfb * (*) 
We now observe that fafxja E L(E). For fx 9 fax 53 f,e, in B and so 
fae, 0 jafxfa = faecjafxecfa since x = xe, 
= faecfa since fx .9 foe, 
= f aec , 
fafxfa . j8, = fafxecja 
= f”.fxfa since x = xe, . 
Thus we see that fafifa 27 fae, E E. 
Consequently, since 6 is balanced, 
(fx) 00-1 = (fafxfci) 0,1 < (fafxfa) k-1 
G (xvxjd b by (*) 
= (VX) 8,-l . 
Hence e(fx)8,-1 < u(vx)&~ . A similar argument can be applied to the third 
coordinates. We then obtain (e, a, f)(x, c, y) < (u, b, v)(x, c, y). Dually, 
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(x, c, y)(e, 4 f) < (x, c, Y)(% h 4 and we conclude that W is an ordered 
semigroup under the Cartesian order. 1 
We can now consider the notion of splitting in the case of ordered orthodox 
semigroups. 
DEFINITION 4.7. Let T be an ordered orthodox semigroup. Then we shall 
say that T is split if 
(1) TI+Y can be ordered such that h : T + T/V is isotone; 
(2) there is an isotone homomorphism V: T/Y -+ T such that&l = idEla . 
Note that if T is split hen, by Theorem 3.5, %’ is inter-regular. 
Remark 4.8. Note that in a split ordered orthodox semigroup b and n are 
always isotone; in an ordered split orthodox semigroup they need not be. 
Continuing the notation of Theorem 4.6, we now have: 
THEOREM 4.9. If S is amenably ordered and 0 is balanced then W = W(B, S, 0) 
is a split amenably ordered orthodox semigroup and the ordered semigroups W/g and 
S are isomorphic. Moreover, the band of idempotents of W is isomorphic to the 
ordered band B. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.6, W is an ordered semigroup under the Cartesian 
order. To show that W is amenably ordered consider (e, a, f ), (u, b, v) E W with 
(e, a, f) < (u, b, v). Since ( fa , a-1, e,) E F’(e, a, f) with 
(e, a, f )(fa ,a-l, e,) = (6 m-l, m-l) 
(see the proof of Theorem 2.5) and since e < U, a < b it follows from the fact 
that S is amenably ordered that 
(e, a, f )(fa ,a-l, 4 < (u, h v)(fb , b-l, 4. 
Similarly we have 
(fa , a-‘, e,)(e, a f) < (fb , b-l, e,)(u, 6 4 
and so W is amenably ordered. 
To show that W is split, define the relation < on W/?l by 
Since (from the proof of Theorem 2.7) we have 
(e,a,f)g((u,b,v)=-a=b, 
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it is clear that < is an ordering on W/g and that 4: W + WI% is an isotone 
homomorphism. Now define n: W/%’ + W by 
From the proof of Theorem 2.7, rr is a homomorphism; and since S is amenably 
ordered rr is clearly isotone. Since nb is the identity map on W/CY’, we conclude 
that the ordered orthodox semigroup W is split. 
Now since 
(e, 4 fJ < (eb ,6, h) a a = e,afa < e,bf, = b 
it is clear that r induces an ordered semigroup isomorphism from W/g onto 
Im rr; and since S is amenably ordered the assignment a o (e, , a, fa) clearly 
yields an ordered semigroup isomorphism from Im v onto S. Thus, as ordered 
semigroups, W/Y N S. 
Finally, let C be the band of idempotents of W and let 9: C--f B be the 
algebraic isomorphism (see the proof of Theorem 2.5) given by 
(e, a,f)4 = 4 
It is clear that 4 is isotone. Suppose now that (e, a, f)q5 < (u, b, v)+ Then 
ef < uv and, as in the proof of Theorem 2.5, ef 9 e, and uv 9 eb , Since e, , eb E E, 
a skeleton of B, it follows from property (3) in the definition of skeleton in the 
ordered case that e, < eb whence, since a2 = a implies e, = fQ = a, we have 
a < b and 
f = faf = e,f = e,ef < eg8v = ebv = v. 
Similarly we have e < u. It follows that 4 is an isomorphism of ordered semi- 
groups. 1 
Our objective now is to obtain an analogue of Theorem 2.8 in the case of 
ordered semigroups. For this purpose we require the following result. 
LEMMA 4.10. Let T be an orthodox semigroup and let p, q E T be such that 
p CY q. Then, for allp’, q’ E V(p) = V(q), 
P4’ = PP’99’. 
Proof. Since 
P4’ .99’ = P ~9’99’ = Pd 
we have pq’ 9 qq’. Likewise 
P4’ . PP’ = P9’p . P’ = PP’ 
and 99’ . P9’ = 4 * dPp4‘ = 99’ 
and PP’ . PP’ = PP’P ’ 4’ = PQ’ 
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so that pq’ 9 pp’. Since every .%+-class in a band is rectangular, we conclude that 
PP’ . PI’ = PP’ . Pd . Q!?’ = P4’* I 
THEOREM 4.11. Let T be a split amenably ordered orthodox semigroup. If 
V: TjOY + T is an isotone splitting homomorphism then, with the same notation as in 
Theorem 2.8, Im rr is amenably ordered, 0 is balanced and, as ordered semigroups, 
T N W(B, Im r, 0). 
Proof. Using the same notation as in the proof of Theorem 2.8, we have 
2 = x Q 7 for every x E T. Since h, 7~ are isotone it follows that E = B n Im r 
is a skeleton of the ordered band B. Now, as in Theorem 2.8, we have an algebraic 
isomorphism I/J: W + T given by (e, a, f)$ = eaf. Defining (e, a, f) < (u, b, v) o 
e < zc, a < b, f < z, we see immediately that # is isotone. Suppose now that 
(e, a,f)# < (u, 4 +A say 
x = eaf < ubv = y. 
Then since, from Theorem 2.8, x = (x5:-l, I Prx)# we have 
e = x2-l a = f, f = Z-lx, u = yy-1, b =jj, v = py. 
Since x < y and hn is isotone we have a = 32: < j: = b; further since T is 
amenably ordered, xx’ < yy’ and x”x < y”y for some x’, X” E V(x) and 
y’, y” E V(y). Again since hr is isotone, 
and similarly 
It now follows by Lemma 4.10 that 
e = x$~-l = x$25-1 < yy'jTJ-l = yj?-' = u 
and similarly that f < v. Thus (e, a,f) < (u, b, v) and so we see that # is also 
an order isomorphism. Consequently, W is an ordered semigroup with respect o 
the Cartesian order. 
Finally, if a, b E Im v are such that a < b then 
and a-la = z-la" < &-lb" = b-lb 
and so Im w is amenably ordered. It is now a consequence of Theorem 4.6 that 
the triangulation 0 is balanced. 1 
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As mentioned in Remark 4.8, a distinction must be maintained between the 
notion of a split ordered orthodox semigroup and that of an ordered split 
orthodox semigroup. While we have been concerned uniquely with the first 
of these, we shall now show how they are related. In order to avoid syntactical 
difficulties n what follows, we shall say that an ordered orthodox semigroup 
splits weakly if it is split algebraically ( i.e. in the sense of Definition 1.4) and that 
it splits strongly if it is split in the sense of Definition 4.7. 
THEOREM 4.12. Let T be an amenably ordered orthodox semigroup with band 
of idempotents B. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) T splits trongly; 
(2) T splits weakly and B splits strongly. 
Proof. It is clear that (1) => (2). As for (2) 3 (l), it suffices to show that the 
mapping hn: x t+ 5 is isotone; for then, as in the proof of Theorem 4.11, we 
have T _N W(B, Im r, 0) as ordered semigroups. Suppose then that a, b E T 
are such that a < b. Then there exist a’ E V(a) and b’ E V(b) such that au’ < bb’. 
Since, by hypothesis, B splits strongly we have 2 < by; and similarly z < g. 
But 
aa aa a = c&la&la’ = ~~-1~ = 2 -I “;” 
and similarly bTbb’“s = &, It therefore follows that d < 6. 1 
THEOREM 4.13. Let T be an amenably ordered orthodox semigroup whose B of 
idempotents is normal. Then T splits strongly if and only if B splits strongly. 
Proof. If B splits trongly then B splits weakly whence, by Theorem 1.8, T 
splits weakly. The result now follows by Theorem 4.12. 
COROLLARY 4.14. Let T be an amenably ordered orthodox semigroup whose 
band B of idempotents is normal. If T/Y has an identity then T splits strongly. 
Proof. Let 5 E B be such that gy, is the identity of T/g. Then, by Corollary 
1.9, B splits weakly; and since 
a < b = c? = tat < [b[ = 6 
we see that B splits trongly. m 
5. THE PRESENCE OF A GREATEST IDEMPOTENT 
We shall now consider ordered orthodox semigroups that have a greatest 
idempotent and show how splitting is governed by properties of this element. 
The fundamental observation in this direction is the following. 
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LEMhlA 5.1. Let S be an ordered regular semigroup with greatest element [. 
Then the subsemigroup (St is commutative and idempotent. Moreover, the ordering 
on S extends the natural ordering on ES%. 
Proof. Let (’ be an inverse of 5. Then from 54’ < [ we obtain .$ = (E’f < 
t2 < 5 and so 5” = [. Let ES[; then T is regular and has greatest element [ that 
is an identity. Now for x, y E T we have xy < x,$ = x and xy < ty = y. In 
particular, ifX‘ is an inverse of x in T then x = xx’x < xx’ < x so that x = xx’. 
Thus T is a band. Finally, if z < x, y with z = z2 then z = x2 < xy, so that 
x A y exists and coincides with xy. m 
THEoREhl 5.2. Let B be an ordered band with greatest element 6. Then [B[ is a 
semilattice. Moreover, if B/9 is equipped with the natural order then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(1) B is split; 
(2) h: B + B/9 is isotone; 
(3) (Vx E B) x = x[x; 
(4) (Vx, y E B) xy = x[y (i.e., [ is a middle unit); 
(5) [St is a skeleton of B; 
(6) 9 is a closure quivalence with set of closed elements [Bf; 
(7) h: B + B/9 is residuated. 
Moreover, when any of these conditions are satis-ed B is normal. 
Proof. That [B[ is a semilattice isimmediate from Lemma 5.1. 
(1) * (2): Clear. 
(2) =- (3): Let B = U{B,; OL E Y} where each B, is a rectangular band. 
Since 5 is the greatest element of B, it follows by (2) that the s-class of 6 is the 
greatest g-class of B. As can be seen on passing to quotients modulo d, we then 
have x 9 x(x for every x E B. Since the g-classes are rectangular bands it 
follows that, for every x E B, x = x2 = x . xtx . x = x[x. 
(3) 3 (4): It is clear that the identity z = z&z implies that the g-class of [ 
is the greatest g-class of B. Consequently, for all x, y E B, 
4x5 . b5 53 &Yt. 
But, by Lemma 5.1, txt . ty[ and [xy[ commute. Hence we have EJX[ . [y[ = 
&cd and so, by (3) 
xy = x(x . y[y = x . (xy.$ . y 
=x.5x5*5rt.r 
= x5x. 4 .Yb 
= X5Y, 
so that 6 is a middle unit. 
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(4) 3 (3): Clear. 
(3) * (5): From (3) we have x . &X = x and consequently x A? 5%. Moreover, 
5x ’ [xE = [x[ and [xt . .$x = &, so that tx.99 [xX5. Thus x 9 [x[ and so [B[ 
meets every 2%class at least once. If now y, z E [B& with y 22 .a then y and z 
have the same inverses in B and in particular they have the same inverse in the 
inverse subsemigroup 5Bf; consequently, y = z. Thus tB[ meets every 
g-class at most once. Since x < y gives .$x[ < .$y[ it now follows that [B[ is a 
skeleton of B. 
(5) 2 (1): Lemma 4.3. 
(3) j (6): If (3) holds then, as in the proof of (3) * (5) we have x ?B 5x5‘ 
for every x E B with x = xxx < 5x5; moreover fyk 9 &zE implies that, 
ty[ = [z[. Writing x = 8x5 we thus have x < ?, .? = X, s < y 3 x < 7 
x&3%, x9y c x = 7. Consequently, 9 is a closure equivalence whose set of 
closed elements is tB[. 
(6) 3 (7): If now (6) holds then the greatest element in the class of x 
module 9 is x = ,$x6. The order induced on B/9 by virtue of the fact that % 
is a closure is given by 
9a<9~Oa<b. 
Now the natural order on B/9 is given by 
9,<G2e9a =.B,,aa=Z=ii6oa<6. 
Since, by Lemma 5.1, the ordering of B extends the natural order on fB[ it 
follows that these two orderings on B/9 coincide. Consequently, 4: B -+ B/9 
is isotone and is residuated since ah < 2$ c> a < 6. 
(7) * (2): Clear. 
If now any of the above conditions are satisfied then for all x, y, a, w E B we 
have 
xyzw = x . [yf . .$z( . w bY (4) 
= x . fJz[ . ty#$ . w by Lemma 5.1 
= xzyw by (4). 
Hence B is normal. i 
In view of the previous result, we now consider the case where g is a closure 
equivalence. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let S be an ordered orthodox semigroup. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(1) ?Y is a closure equivalence; 
(2) S/?Y can be ordered in such a way b : S -+ S/%Y is residuated. 
Moreover, if @Y is a multiplicative closure, S splits trongly and eatery element of S 
has a greatest inverse. 
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Proof. (1) 3 (2): Since every closure equivalence is strongly upper regular 
it is clear that S/Y can be ordered by 
where x denotes the greatest element of CY4/, for every x E S. The map b: S -+ S/g 
is now clearly isotone with ah < +Yv, o a < b. Thus h is residuated. 
(2) => (1): Suppose now that (2) holds. Let ?T: S/g -+ S be the residual of h. 
Writing 2 = xbrr for every x E S we have 3 3 x and, since l~rrb = h, C? = 3 
and ah = xh so that 0 Y x. It follows immediately that 9Y is a closure quivalence. 
If now CV is a multiplicative closure then the residual n of h is a splitting 
homomorphism; for rrb = ids/4 . Since kl, r are each isotone it follows that S 
splits trongly. Moreover, as observed in the proof of Theorem 2.8, 2-l E V(x) 
for every x E T; and since 2-l is the greatest element in its JY-class it follows that 
5-l is the greatest inverse of x. i 
THEOREM 5.4. Let S be an ordered orthodox semigroup with greatest idem- 
potent t. Then (St is an ordered inverse semigroup of which the identity element [ 
is the greatest idempotent. Moreover, the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) 3Yf is the identity of S/CY/; 
(2) (Vx = x2 E S) x = x&Y; 
(3) e2 = e < f = f2 * e = efe; 
(4) (V% Y E S) xy = dy; 
(5) (Vx E S) x2 = xL$x; 
(6) fS[ meets every ~-class of S exactly once; 
(7) g is a multiplicative closure equivalence with set of closed elements &Y@. 
Moreover, when any of these conditions are satisfied, S splits trongly, every element 
of S has a greatest inverse and the band of idempotents of S is normal. 
Proof. [St is an ordered regular semigroup and, as in Lemma 5.1, its idem- 
potents commute. Hence &GJ is an inverse semigroup. 
(1) 3 (2): If the Y-class of [ is the identity of S/Y then it is clear that, for 
every idempotent x E S, x 9 x.$x. Since the .@classes are rectangular bands we 
deduce that x = x(x. 
(2) 3 (3): If (2) holds and e2 = e < f = f” then, since 6 is the greatest 
idempotent, e = eee < efe < ete = e so e = efe. 
(3) => (2): Immediate from the fact that e < 6. 
(2) * (4): If (2) holds then by Theorem 5.2 we have e[f = ej for all idem- 
potents e, f. Thus, if x, y E S and x’ E V(x), y’ E V(y) then 
xy = xx’xyy’y = XXX’&y’Y = &Y. 
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(4) a (5): Clear. 
(5) => (2): Clear. 
(4) 3 (6): Given x E S, let x’ E V(x). Since 5 is a middle unit, 
5x5 . x’ . 5x5 = [XX’XE = (x&Y; 
x’ . 5x( . x’ = x’xx’ = x’. 
Thus x and [xt have an inverse x’ in common and so x Y 6x6. Consequently 
&St meets every Y-class at least once. If now x, y E [St with x Y y then x, y 
have the same set of inverses in S; and in particular they have the same inverse 
in the inverse subsemigroup [St. Thus x = y and ES< meets every OY-class 
exactly once. 
(6) 3 (7): Given x E S, let x be the unique element of &St that is Y-equiv- 
alent to x. Then f = L$$ Y 6x( gives x = [xf. If x’ E V(x) it follows from the 
fact that E is the greatest idempotent that x = xx’xx’x < fx[. Applying (6) 
again, we see that Y is closure equivalence with set of closed elements [St; 
moreover, since &St is a subsemigroup Y is a multiplicative closure. 
(7) 2 (2): If (7) holds then, on the band B of idempotents of S, 9 is a 
closure equivalence with set of closed elements (Bf. (2) now follows by 
Theorem 5.2. 
The final statements now follow from Theorems 5.3 and 5.2. 1 
We now consider the properties (2) and (5) of Theorem 5.4 in relation to 
ordered regular semigroups that have a greatest element. 
THEOREM 5.5, Let S be an ordered regular semigroup with greatest element 6. 
Then the following conditions on S are equivalent: 
(1) (Vx = x2 E S) X = x6xX; 
(2) (Vx E S) x = x(x. 
When these conditions hold, we also have 
(3) (Vx E S) x3 = x2 < x. 
Moreover, the subsemigroup generated by 6 and x is regular, Jinite, of order I, 2, 3, 
4, 5, 8 or 9, has least element x2 and contains at most one non-idempotent (namely x). 
Proof. It is clear that (2) * (1). Supp ose then that (1) holds. Given x E S, let 
x’ be an inverse of x; then 
x = xx’x = x * x’x . x’x 
zzz x . x’xfx’x 
= x[x’x 
= x(x[ . xx’ . xx’ . x 
= x~x’xx’(xx’x 
= xc$x’[x. 
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Consequently, .$x’[ is an inverse of 5x5 in gS[ which, by Lemma 5.1, is a com- 
mutative band. It follows that [x’f = [x6. Thus 
x5x( = x .6x( ’ #fxf = x[x’(x( = XLJ 
and so 
x = xfx’lfx = xg-x6x = x[x. 
If now (1) or (2) holds then, for all x E S, 
x2 = x25x” = x . x[x . x = x3; 
x = x5x >, xxx = 2, 
so that (3) holds. Moreover, the subsemigroup generated by 6 and x is readily 
seen to be 
x = (6 x> = (5, x, 62, x5, 5x5, x2, Ex2, x25, b2t). 
This is also readily seen to be regular and the only non-idempotent is (possibly) 
the element x. Providing that no collapsing occurs, the Hasse diagram for X is 
easily seen to be 
An exhaustive study of possible collapsing in this diagram shows that the order 
of X is either 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 or 9. [For example, if x = [x then x2 = x6x = x 
and the diagram has at most 3 elements; and if x2 = x then the diagram has at 
most 5 elements.] We shall show that the maximum order 9 is attainable (in 
which case x is non-idempotent). Let 5: (0, l,..., 9)+ (0, I,..., 9) be given by 
i 
0123456789 
1167896789 1 
and let x: (0, l,..., 9)-+ (0, l,..., 9} be given by 
( 
0123456789 
1 2433552345’ 
Then clearly E2 = [, x2 = x3 and x = x.$x. Since 0 has a different image under 
every element of X, it follows that 
(5, x; p = 5, x2 = x3, x = x(x) 
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has order 9, is regular and has only one non-idempotent, namely X. If this semi- 
group is ordered in such a way that < is the greatest element then we have 
E > x = x(x > x3 = x3 from which the above 9-element Hasse diagram 
results. Moreover, multiplication by 5 and x preserves this order so that we do 
have an ordered semigroup. 1 
COROLLARY 5.6. Let S be an ordered regular semigroup with greatest element f. 
If x2 = x6x for every x E S then S is a normal band and [ is a middle unit. 
Proof. We have x = x(x for every idempotent x so, by Theorem 5.5, S is a 
band. The result now follows from Theorem 5.2. 1 
At this stage we can now make contact with the results in [2] and [3]; indeed it 
was these results that gave birth to the notion of splitting. 
THEOREM 5.7. Let S be a Dubreil-Jacotin regular semigroup with bimaximum 
element f. If x2 = x6x for every x E S then S is orthodox. Moreover, S splits 
strongly, 5 is a middle unit, the band of idempotents is normal and every element of S 
has a greatest inverse. Furthermore, tf S is amenably ordered then, for every x E S, 
x6 A &v exists and is x. 
Proof. Let 5: S + G be a principal epimorphism and let B be the pre-image 
under < of the identity element of the ordered group G. Then B is a full regular 
subsemigroup of S, has greatest element 5 and obeys the hypothesis on S. Hence 
B is a band, namely the band of idempotents of S, so S is orthodox. The 
remaining statements, save for the last, follow from Theorems 5.2 and 5.4. As for 
the final statement, we observe from the proof of Theorem 5.4 that the mapping 
CX: S/?Y + (St given by Yy,ol = tx[ induces a splitting homomorphism 
is: Sj”Y + S with Im /3 = (SE. By Th eorem 4.11, we thus have an ordered 
semigroup isomorphism 
S N W = W(B, &St, 0). 
Now, as is readily seen, the bimaximum element of W is (.$, f, 5). Moreover, 
using the fact that 9, = idfBE and also the identity f[f = fin B, we have 
(5 a,f NE, E, 4) = (e(ft) 0,-l , a, (ft) 0~3 
= Mfnftfa) b-1 , 4 (tf+3 Q3 
= Mf,fMJ k-1 , a, tf47 
= MfdJ 0~1 , 4 5ft3 
= (e *fA-1 , a, 5ft) 
= ( ee, , a, CfO 
= (e, a, tf0 
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In a similar way we can show that 
(55 E, He, a,f> = (62, a,f). 
Since [f5 > f3 = f it is now clear that (e, a,f)(f, 5, f) A (f, 5, t)(e, a, f) exists 
and coincides with (e, a, f). The result now follows from the fact that S is order- 
isomorphic to W. 1 
6. CONCLUDING REMARK 
Suppose that S is an orthodox semigroup with band of idempotents B and let E 
be a g-transversal of B. Then the span Sp(E) of E meets every Y-class of S 
exactly once (see Lemma 1.6). As in Section 2, Sp(E) can be used to give a 
coordinatisation of S as a set of triples 
{(e, a,f) E B x Sp(E) x B; e Z’ e, ,fBf& 
Based on this, one could construct a Schreier-type structure theory for orthodox 
semigroups. 
In the ordered case, where S is amenably ordered, the proof of Theorem 4.11 
shows that this coordinatisation isan order siomorphism provided that E is 
isotone and the triples are given the Cartesian ordering. 
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